
WCB Ltd Senior Womens Standard 8 a-side (Soft Ball) Performance Division

Quick Rules Guide

Game Structure

1 For matches at Senior level the pitch shall be 22 yards in length. Boundary length should be 2 to 2.5 the length of the pitch.

2 The Home Team shall be responsible for providing two new Incrediballs (one per innings) and a supply of adequate spare balls to cover any lost balls.the following;

3 The stumps shall be 27 inches above the ground and 8 inches wide. 

4 Matches shall consist of one innings per side.  Each innings will consist of 16 (6 ball) overs per innings dependant on travel times and light. 

Batting, Bowling & Fielding

5 Batsmen shall retire at 30 and shall only be able to return once the final wicket has been taken. Batsmen MUST return in the order in which they retired. 

6 The maximum number of overs any bowler can bowl during an innings is 3 or subject to interuption 20% of the total agreed overs per innings  (not every player needs to bowl) 

7 A wide shall be called if the ball passes the batting crease outside of the return crease on the off-side and half of that distance on the leg side. Each wide will count as 2 runs (plus any extra runs scored)

and shall only be repeated in the final over of the innings where each wide will count as 1 run (plus any extra runs scored).

8 A no-ball should be called if the bowler oversteps the front crease line on delivery,  the ball bounces more than twice or is rolling before reaching the striking batsman or passes the striking batsman above the waist  

without bouncing. Each no-ball will count as 2 runs (plus any extra runs scored) and shall only be repeated in the final over of the innings where each no-ball shall count as 1 run (plus any extra runs scored).

9 No player shall be allowed to field nearer than 11 yards  from the striking batsman (measured from the middle stump)

Players

10 This in an open-age competition. No more than 50% of the players on a team should be younger than 14 unless absolutely necessary.

11 Girls under the age of 13 must seek approval from the Competition Manager to play in the league.

12 All young cricketers who are part of a County squad at U13 and above can play in this competition.

13 All players MUST be bona fide members of the club for whom they are playing 

Points Structure, League Tables & Knockout Format

14 The Winning Team shall be the team with the highest score.  A tie shall be the result if the scores are equal (regardless of wickets lost).

15 In all group matches 10 points shall be awarded for a win or win by concession, 5 pts for a tie, 2 pts for an abandoned or cancelled match and 0 points for a loss/loss by concession

16 Bonus points will also be awarded as follows; Batting points; 1 pt = 3 runs per over, 2 pts = 4 runs per over, 3 pts = 5 runs per over 4 pts = 6 runs per over, Bowling Points; 1 pt = 1 wkt, 2pts = 3 wkts, 3 pts = 5 wkts 

& 4 pts = 7+ wkts

17 Final Domestic Group positions shall be decided in the following way. The highest finishing position shall be awarded to the team with the highest number of points. In the event of teams ending on the

same number of points the higher group finishing position will then be determined by the following process;  most wins,  if still tied then  the team with the higher Runs Per Wicket Differential (RPWD) 

will be awarded the higher group finishing position. RPWD is calculated in the following way; runs scored/wickets lost minus runs conceded/wickets taken in all completed matches. A teams RPWD can be seen 

against the team in the relevant League/Group table at http://worcscbcomps.play-cricket.com 

Result Reporting, Penalties & Final Rulings

17 It is the responsibility of the Home Team to report the match result . Each result is required to be uploaded onto the clubs play-cricket.com website no later than 48 hours following completion of the match

18 It is the responsibility of the Away Team to confirm the result . Each result should be confirmed no later than 72 hours following completion of the match . 

19 If a match result has not been entered by the Home Team inside the advised time and the Away Team is therefore unable to confirm the result it is the responsibility of the Away Team to notify the Competition Manager

(either by e-mail or mobile phone) to report the problem.  This should be done as soon as possible following the failure of result enrty. The Competition Manager will then work to resolve the problem.  

20 In all cases the decision of the Competition Manager is final and binding.

 

Competition Manager; Stuart Lampitt Work; (01905) 337915 Mobile; (07795) 390303 E-mail; stuart.lampitt@wccc.co.uk

mailto:stuart.lampitt@wccc.co.uk

